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Tour de France endurance test: ŠKODA KAROQ with
VarioFlex rear seats has space for up to 1,000 bottles
›
›
›
›
›

Pro team LottoNL - Jumbo puts ŠKODA’s new compact SUV to the test
ŠKODA KAROQ masters task as a 'water carrier' with flying colours
VarioFlex backseat provides tremendous variability
Individual seats can move up to 150 mm or be completely removed
Maximum storage space increases to 1810 litres

Mladá Boleslav, 18 July 2017 – At this year's Tour de France, the ŠKODA KAROQ performed
the role of water carrier. The traditional Czech brand’s new compact SUV served as a service
vehicle for three teams during the first stage, including LottoNL-Jumbo. During the Tour, the
cycling professionals in the Dutch racing team go through around 1,000 water bottles per
week. A welcome challenge for the ŠKODA KAROQ: does the compact SUV’s boot have
room for this number of 0.5-litre thirst quenchers known as ‘Bidons’? No problem for the
KAROQ, because thanks to the VarioFlex backseat, the SUV boasts great variability and a
maximum load space volume of 1,810 litres.
Along the 3540-kilometre route of the Tour de France, the 198 cycling pros accomplish great
physical feats each day, and adequate hydration is essential. The racers of the Dutch team
LottoNL-Jumbo for example go through between 2,500 and 3,000 Bidons during the Tour, meaning
the team needs up to 1,000 of these water bottles a week. The new ŠKODA KAROQ can easily
transport the professionals' weekly ration as you can see from the video on ŠKODA Storyboard.
The new compact SUV now proves that the 1,000 Bidons fit loosely into the loading space of the
emotionally designed KAROQ.
The boot volume of the 4.38-metre-long ŠKODA KAROQ is an impressive 521 litres with the rear
seats in their default position; the optional VarioFlex seats allow for even greater variability. The
system consists of three separate rear seats that can each be adjusted or completely removed.
This provides more space in the interior or greater storage space as required. If for example, the
two outer seats are shifted 150 millimetres forward, the storage space increases to 588 litres. The
system also offers many other combinations for passengers and luggage. For instance, if the
centre seat is removed, the side seats can be moved to the centre, providing more shoulder room
for passengers in the back. Another advantage is the backrest incline of the individual rear seats
may also be adjusted. In addition, the middle seat can be folded down with a handle to become a
centre armrest with two cup holders. When the armrests on all three seats are folded down, the
back seats may be folded over completely to rest against the front seats. A small hook on the
headrests secures the construction. In this position, the seats can be completely removed – and the
ŠKODA KAROQ transforms into a van with a maximum load capacity of 1810 litres.
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ŠKODA KAROQ with VarioFlex rear seats has
space for up to 1,000 bottles
Bidons pave their way – each team goes through 1000
bottles a week during the Tour de France. The cargo
space of ŠKODA KAROQ provides enough space for this
number of thirst quenchers.
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ŠKODA KAROQ with VarioFlex rear seats has
space for up to 1,000 bottles
The boot volume of the 4.38-metre-long ŠKODA
KAROQ is an impressive 521 litres with the rear
seats in the default position. The optional VarioFlex
seats allow for even greater variability.
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ŠKODA AUTO
› is one of the longest-established vehicle manufacturers in the world. The company was founded in 1895 – during the
pioneering days of the automobile. Today, the company’s headquarters remain in Mladá Boleslav.
› currently offers the following models in the range: CITIGO, FABIA, RAPID, OCTAVIA, YETI, KODIAQ and SUPERB.
› in 2016 delivered more than 1 million vehicles to customers worldwide.
› has belonged to Volkswagen Group since 1991. The Volkswagen Group is one of the most successful vehicle
manufacturers in the world. ŠKODA, in association with the Group, independently manufactures and develops
vehicles, as well as components, engines and gear transmissions.
› operates at three locations in the Czech Republic, produces in China, Russia, Slovakia and India mainly through
Group partnerships, as well as in Ukraine and Kazakhstan through local partners.
› employs over 30,000 people globally and is active in more than 100 markets.
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